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Abstract

Political ideology is one of the important aspect which covers all the ideologies which is Pertaining entire Afghanistan. Since advent of ideology up to present time different ideology practiced with their own perspectives views. Afghanistan is 99% Muslim country since long back different regimes exposed to use their ideologies as tools of their politics. But till now no ideology could succeed and sustain entire this country, so the main objectives of This study will focus on the word of ideology, Political ideology, impact of ideology on politics, Islam behavior, Secularism actions, reactions, and effect of that on government ruling entire country. All ideologies help avoid complex social world. Napoleon sees ideology as a set of false beliefs and even disruptive. After the concept of Marx and Engels, ideology consequences of widespread reflect. It is clear ideology is science of ideas and Political ideology is the most applicable characteristic which is exposed in different period of time in Afghanistan. Moreover the study will explicit the effective ideology of Communism, Marxism, Leftism, Anarchism, Radicalism, Talibanism, Extremism, Fascism, Conservatism; Liberalism that is being practiced in Afghanistan.
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Introduction

Political ideology or idea is derived from two Greek words idea means belief or imagination and logy means Knowledge or language of law of combined also called collection of imagination from different point of views. Ideology can help us to know about social complexity of the society which we are living on that.

In other word ideology is one of the discipline of political believes in every society to implement their own idea of their own believes and tradition point of views. For example, we can mention that since independence of Afghanistan every leader kept their own political ideology and followed their own idea. From Ahmad Shah Abdali, first leader of Afghanistan, up to now ideology is considerable. Moreover in this study tried to follow the scientific way for the proper understanding of political ideology from different perspective views.

Described that everybody who ife in the society has the idea to think, May be that idea will be good or bad so he has the right to think and express his idea in any time everywhere in the society.

In addition, Political ideology will be the main aspect of this study and influence of political ideology in the society will be the keyword to be analyze and will be explore entire this study. Since Independence of Afghanistan in1919 different type of ideologies have been practiced like ideology of Anarchism, Communism, Marxism, Radicalism Talibansim and Liberalism. Likewise, this study will be including statement of problem, Objective of study, Hypothesis, conclusion and References.

Statement of the study: i. Influencing of Radicalism and Extremism is the main problem in government system of Afghanistan. ii. Lack of border controls, increase extremism in entire of Afghanistan. iii. Intervention of foreign countries as well as supporting extremism by neighbor’s country has led to the growth of extremism in Afghanistan.

Objectives: i. Understanding impact of political ideology on the Society. ii. To clarify active ideology in political system of Afghanistan. iii. The effect of different political ideology on the Islamic system of Afghanistan.

Hypothesis: i. Political ideologies and Islamic beliefs can be effective in Afghanistan. ii. No political ideology in Afghanistan can be sustainable without respect for the principles of Islam and tradition. iii. Political ideology and religious and cultural misconceptions lead to ruin Afghanistan.

Role of ideology in Afghanistan politics

Afghanistan is a country that has 99% Muslim. Today most of the politics try to use the role of ideology for their own progress and development of their political activity. For example Talibanism emerged as by vision of ideology under the name of Islam which is using their own view for domination of people in Islamic society.
According Walter Karlsenez role of ideology in traditional society is very useful than open society; because traditional society does not think deeply. Traditional society only sees the appearance. In contrast, an open society thinks in the depth of ideology and beliefs.

**Definition of ideology**

Ideology is the collection of ideas and comparing of different idea for understanding of social condition of human life in the society. Ideology explains for people the methods of evaluate of life of a man, in particular person in the specific place. For example ideology is teaching for human how political condition, social economy is formed. Also it mentions that how the war is formed in the society? Why oppression is Exist? Why some people are poor and some people are rich? For this type of question ideology is providing information. Usually this type of answer is simple and clear for progressing of ideology in the society. Ideology is like a compass to help people understand their place in today's complex world. For example, Marxists define the working class on bourgeois society.

**Concept and nature of ideology**

Distod Dotrasi in definition of ideology pointed that ideology is derived from two combined words (Idea and logy) means knowledge of mine. Likewise the concept and nature of ideology in Afghanistan lead the people to be strict and serious on their tradition believes entire the country. It makes them to be under the umbrella of Islam.

**Ideology and cultural relations**

Ideology and culture are two different areas for studying. Firstly it can say that ideology is collection of idea from different people who are living particular society. Everybody has right to think. That idea will be good or bad. But culture is a spiritual and physical capital that we inherited from ancestors.

**Ideology, social and economic aspects**

Ideology and its relationship to the economy are very close. And help each other in different aspects in Society. Marx said Economic growth is the growth of technology and culture in society. For example, the capitalist who placed all production and technology and culture monopolized the market supply.

Western countries because of having high economy, its culture has developed in the world. For example, the media is in the hands of the capitalist system. And make economic growth more favorable to win.

**Formation of political ideology**

Nationalism: Nationalism is one of the issues which have the historical background in Afghanistan. Since long back till now the minorities in Afghanistan are victims of their rights. This phenomena is the name of tribalism, racism, language, fanaticism caused injustice extent in the society. Even the current leaders are misleading the new youth generation for practicing Nationalism entire the country. This ideology becomes a challenge to reform and government transparency in Afghanistan.

Liberalism: According Liberalism Perspective Liberalism is one of the elements to support human individual and generally entire the humanity views. Liberals want to ensure basic realm of personal freedom, including freedom of conscience, expression, association, employment, and stressed that the government should not intervene to support other against losses in the works. Liberalism in Afghanistan based on political ideology of Islamic law, Holly book of Quran and Constitution bound all borders as Islamic statute.

Liberalism individualism is expressed the man to be freedom of thought, speech, and views entire the society according Article (34) constitution of Afghanistan. Individualism, liberalism is rooted in the concept of the Renaissance. Equalitarianism is another aspect of liberalism focus on equality of all in the society. Everybody is entitled reach their own goals. Beyond of this there is liberalism of Demagogues, this type of liberalism under the name of democracy deceiving and making democracy as travesty entire the country.

Conservatism: Conservatism is one of the important issues to keep it looking its belief in the values and traditions of society. Such as relationships, hierarchy, authority and religion support. Conservatives fans know common sense and realism and with any design and imaginative ideas to create a profound transformation in society and politics are opposed. Their arguments are based on historical experience and its loop in the pragmatic. The historical roots conservative reaction against the Enlightenment in Europe are concerned, this ideology emerged in defense of the traditions and ideals of liberalism's main claim to freedom, equality, individualism, rationalism and secularism. Conservatism against tradition, customs, culture, language, faith, religion in Afghanistan is very strict and applicable. Conservatism is a prominent aspect in Afghanistan because 99 percent Muslim traditional society tries to have protected religious Beliefs and customs in all part of the society. Even there is no opportunity for the ideology of Secularism in Afghanistan to be practice.

Anarchism in Afghanistan

What is anarchism? Anarchic chaos is seeking a political process that the interests of the working class and all working people and property is contrary. And the most reactionary petty-bourgeois political class from point of origin is. It is not in the evolution of society, This (Anarkhya) word derived from the Greek word which means the government is lack of leadership. Anarchists need for governments like the proletariat in any social situation, the need for political party programs of action and disciplining deny it. Anarchism actually inhibit the
development and unity of the people's struggle, The working class of their historic mission opens, Disunity and discord life instead of thanks and solidarity.

The definition of anarchism, it knew that the chaos in Afghanistan has anarchism is ruling. The hosts of this anarchism Afghan people and working people to not drive, United States of America for access to the energy resources of Central Asia under the pretext of war against terrorism in Afghanistan, With the bringing to power the most corrupt. And most backward handyman called his Afghan occupied OPEN is visible to everybody.

Geopolitical importance of Afghanistan for years America's eyes to your gates that had pinned Asian economy, Coalition forces led by the United States no image. America does not want peace to be established in Afghanistan and regional peace. But to continue to attempt to avoid anarchic and the status quo, or else the twenty thousand Taliban if we did, it lacks the tanks are Air Force and..... well, (80000) or more or less ISAF and America, (70000) forces Afghan army and police several thousand foreign troops equipped with modern weapons and how domestic security companies hired the air force how it can be achieved cannot be used, Or why the Taliban can’t be destroyed. Frankly speaking the war and the militarization of the world, in other words for the profitable weapons factories were, That if global world, peace, factories blocked the gates of the countries of weapons the United States of America it was not subject to bankruptcy?

On the other hand if the United States of America will have, Peace and end the war in Afghanistan is, Will not be easy to pull, the Taliban, Pakistan and Hamid Karzai a protégé of who are not his own, if you have the above mentioned America wants to present its permanent access to energy resources, anarchism and anarchy under his control continue America's permanent presence of the Afghan people obliged to accept to stay alive.

At the end can say linguistic, ethnic’s prejudices, external and Neighbor intervention, countries, lack of meritocracy in government system, lack of rule of law, poor management, lack of economic and Politic independence in the country to spread anarchism in Afghanistan.

Socialism is one of the ideologies which are practiced in different countries of the world for having equality entire humankind. The main characteristic of Socialism is collectivism, cooperation, equality, needs and communal property.

Likewise the main scope of Socialism in Afghanistan was whatever Leninism wants. They want non private sector and they want spreading theory of equality of Materialism entire the society.

Communalism: Communism is one of the prominent and old school of thought like Plato and other Greek Philosopher of the world are believed on that. The main objectives of Communism is replacing of Private property and sharing property of all. This ideology clarifies that everybody in society should have equal property. Nobody dominant each other by their ownership entire the country. Moreover ideology of communism focus on Natural resource of the society should be utilized as equality of all, Dr. Najibullah President of was the follower of this ideology in.

**Marxism:** Karl Marx is the founder philosophical-political economist, sociologist and philosopher of this school. He focused rule of capitalism on worker with having low privilege entire the industries.

Karl Marx, the founder of the theory of Marxism in the world.

Ideology of struggle against the capitalist system Proposed and designed by Marx, Win back lost rights of the working class in the world. Therefore the creation of the labor movement and the working class against capitalism stimulated to fight for their rights.

Marxism ideology always as one of the largest schools of criticism against liberal economic, capitalism has been raised. So this ideology has historical view in Afghanistan but till now some Marxism follower working in Afghanistan, as activist and political analyst for the supporting of Marxism ideology equality of rights entire the country. Recently Marxism and communism theory is not applicable in Afghanistan.

**What is Fascism?** Fascism is a word of Italian means (Das) is an official mark of a fascist regime in Italy. Fascism is a political theory and first Dictator Regime between 1922 and 1943 in Italy and was led by Mussolini. Fascism and Nazism various forms of dictatorship of finance capital. Against the rest of the capitalist and other sectors of society such as workers in acute crisis situations (economic) To protect workers' government came to power in the society, Later the term was used in a broader sense and other right-wing regimes having similar characteristics were to be applied.

**Principles of fascism**

The basic principles of Fascism that Mussolini some of them were expressed in the Encyclopedia of Italy in 1932 are including: i. Lack of belief in the utility of Peace, ii. Opposition to socialist ideas, iii. Opposition to liberalism, iv. Follows the lives of all categories of government (the totalitarian, v. The sanctity of the as possible, vi. Opposition to democracy (democracy vagaries and self-referred), vii. Strong belief on champion, viii. Promote the spirit warriors, ix. Single-party state.

**Fascism in Afghanistan**

Fascism is a historical behavior by Benito Mussolini as an attitude and behavior of nature was a political movement to engage in political literature.
But the evolution of the idea of the government of Afghanistan, Ahmad Shah Durrani begins. By Amir Abdul Rahman and Nadir allegory is at the peak of uterine. Web judgment, Hashim Khan and Mohammad Gul Khan Momand, Afghanistan's modern history has known that the behavior and attitude of the fascist elements to be with all power have exhibited. Mohammad Gul Khan Momand said, many of the historical monuments that belong to the non-Pashtun communities were devastated. But Mahmoud Tarzi thought rectify gave up the idea. Moreover Ahmad Shah Durrani seven times expedition to the land of India for the sake of Fascism idea, the capital of this land used to rob common people massacred expanded the extent of bleeding. In order to have fascist views Taliban and non-Pashtun minority’s behavior and historical values can be analyzed in the context of these attitudes. Destruction of the Buddhats of Bamiyan, the massacre of Hazaras in August 1998 for two days there were 11 thousand people mostly massacred Mazar-e Yakawelang, torching North vineyards and implement a scorched earth policy in northern Afghanistan, including the Taliban fascist phenomena that express their attitude and behavior.

Mir Abdul Rahman Khan to strengthen and expand the rule, more than half the population was massacred Hazaras, Uzbeks Tajik destroyed throngs of land bordering Khyber gave them to the carrier bar. This behavior apparently gave a boost state. Collection of historical hatred that some of the roots of the crisis in Afghanistan and promote the calamities of the people of Afghanistan, Amir tied it in policy and behavior. Nadir Another example of ethical behavior promotes violence Oppression reason is that moral opposition to fascist behavior has facilitated. Which has fascist allegory? 14

Nadir broken promise by Amir Habibullah Kalakani, followed by North people attack and plunder their land and assets, one of the most Black span the history of Afghanistan. Still bitter memories of that tragedy happened, grief paced the North vineyards and plunder invading Taliban were fresh. Afghanistan fascism in captivity, it's been hell for residents.

This bitter Experience that still continues, State fascism in Afghanistan have caused the people of this country never able to defy their nation and national15.

Political ethics behavior of Karzai and Ashraf Ghani as well as continue to analyze and interpret historical behavior is paced so that the roots growing tradition of social teachings of the clan entire the country 16.

Case-1: Pakistan is the second country on the basis of the ideology of Islamism is formed, Pakistan in 1947. was separated from the body of India and formed an independent state, Pakistan ideology of Islamism extended to Afghanistan, America reprisal for the Vietnam War ideology of Islamism in Pakistan to step up support bolster extremism, Brzezinski The previous hostilities with Vietnam salinity wanted revenge from the address Afghanistan is a strategic point there. Brzezinski, President Jimmy Carter in coordination with America proposed Senate to approve 80$ Million Dollar for Supporting Pakistan Extremism.

Thereafter The Senate approved the money. America in coordination with Arabic countries like Saudi Arabia and the Middle East over the duration of the assistance has increased to 300 million. Pakistan used the coming opportunity to strengthen its military forces up to reach and create nuclear weapons institution under leading Abdul Qadir Khan and Consolidated its position in the world.

Brzezinski doctrine plan in 1982 by Carter once again to support the Jihad in Afghanistan "Afghan Jihad Fund" established. This welcome message to the Pakistani leadership Ziaulhaq was like, here's the money management person named alia Mahmud was heralded the Ziaulhaq assistant managing this funds was leading. After Zia's visit to Washington this aid has totaled $ 800 million. The money donated to the jihad in Afghanistan, Most of this money was used by Pakistan to strengthen its military forces. Most of this money to Pakistan to strengthen its military forces and for the Baluchistan freedom takes “Pakistan was America's first infant was a young man and threatens its neighbors”17.

Afghanistan is one of the country's Islamic ideology shapes the beliefs of the people, Thus, any nation such as America tries to use these beliefs as a political tool And achieve their goals, When the Russians occupied Afghanistan to other countries of reprisal Tachara Mrs. JB Carter proposed a plan to the Afghan people, That Islam is being destroyed in Afghanistan, Afghan people for their religious beliefs against the Russians, the Russians rushed the victim to a million people from Afghanistan to defeat, Then the Russians left Afghanistan with heavy losses.

In the current situation of Islamic ideology in rural society more outstanding than in the urban community, those living in rural communities affected by the beliefs of religious leaders, But Afghan political ideology in the present situation based on ethnic, linguistic group, the region moves on. Afghanistan is a country that is neither economic nor political independence, Thus religious and political ideologies Afghanistan has been affected by Western ideology, so it cannot maintain its independence and sovereignty 18.

Case-2: “Afghan presidential election in 2014 the reasons fascist ideology became widespread fraud. As one high-ranking officials of the Electoral Commission, which was an ethnic Pashtun other Pashtun said in a secretly meeting. We do not like that the Afghan president should be from another Ethics, such as Tajiks, Hazaras and others. Since elections last effort was 2014 I and our Pashtun Colleagues reached this goal. Even though it was called a national traitor to me, but this title is better than it was a Pashtun series lost power”19.
Case-3: Karim Khoram ethics of Pashton when he was Ministry of Information and Culture he gone to Mazar sharif while a Young Journalist Question him the word of Daneshka as version of Persian (University) later on he removed that journalist from TV department in sake of calling word of (Daneshka) during his speech, this ideology can support the element of Fascism entire country.

Afghanistan idea of fascism fire

Case-4: Fascism moves in every society, the destruction of social justice. Evidence shows that the fascist movement in Afghanistan has historic background. Masses of People moving to the victims of these historical periods for example, in University of Mazar sharif, in sake of writing the name of University board, Pashto and Dari script there a big conflict emerged and number of the student were killed. Number of other student injured for this issues, this case shows till now Fascism of language increasing and making society insecure.

Conclusion

Ideology can help us to know about social complexity of the society. Afghanistan is 99 percent Muslim citizen that his core beliefs, religious belief, social custom and tradition form. Political ideologies in Afghanistan’s have history of different regimes, like Marxism, Liberalism, Socialism, Radicalism and Anarchism every regime want to misuse from this opportunity.

America is misusing, from this opportunity by the own economic and Political supporting GB carter was funding extremists in Pakistan and Afghanistan. America since 1982 tried to gain revenge of Vietnam War from Afghanistan till now.

This study shows that America is not interested ending the war in Afghanistan. American attempts under the pretext of combating terrorism have permanent bases in Afghanistan. Long-standing animosity and create a rival to Russia’s concerns, as concerns the economic and political rival in Central Asia created.

End of war and peace in the world is a big break America's economy. Peace in the world will be the closing of Fabricate weapons guns in America. This study showed that acute difficulties the Afghan government is practicing fascism ideology and pushing system in cesspool of corruption, discrimination, weak leadership of leaders. Inter conflict and extend fraud election in Presidential election 2014 is one of issues.

The ideology of anarchism is one of the acute problem of Afghan government, The people of Afghanistan are struggling. This situation is imposes America for the Afghan people to be like that these are misery like insecurity, corruption, Political problem are the causes of America in Afghanistan.

Finally, this study shows that religious ideology has been eased and replaced by linguistic, ethnic discrimination and Group has been formed.
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